Abstract

Higher education institutions in four of the top 20 wealthiest nations globally (measured by GDP per capita) undermine gender equality by failing to address sexual violence perpetrated against women with marginalised identities. By analysing student sexual violence policies from 80 higher education institutions in Australia, Canada, the United Kingdom, and the United States, I argue that these policies fail to account for the ways that race, sexuality, class and disability shape women's experiences of sexual violence. Further, these deficiencies counteract efforts to achieve gender equality by tacitly denying women who experience violence access to education and health care. The conclusion proposes policy alterations designed to address the complex needs of women with marginalised identities who experience violence, including implementing cultural competency training and increasing institution-sponsored health care services for sexual violence survivors.
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Introduction

When Black law school student Brandee Blocker Anderson was sexually assaulted in 2015, she sought help from her prestigious United States university; by the time the school completed its assault investigation, Brandee was quizzed about sexual innuendo in rap music, forced to wait weeks for psychological help, required to seek outside medical care that saddled her with a multi-thousand dollar medical bill, and cautioned not to report her Black perpetrator out of ‘racial solidarity’ (Blocker Anderson 2016a, 2016b). Her experience is a reminder that sexual violence in educational systems continues to deny women—especially women with marginalised identities—equal access to educational opportunities, adequate health care, and economic stability.

The World Health Organization (2013) found that 35 per cent of women globally have experienced sexual violence (a term that encompasses behaviours ranging from harassment to rape) or other forms of intimate partner violence. Other studies have established that 46.4 per cent of lesbian women, 74.9 per cent of bisexual women, and 53 per cent of Black trans people experience sexual violence (Centers for Disease Control 2010; James et al. 2017). The Australian Human Rights Commission (2017) found that a quarter of Australian university students were sexually harassed in a university setting in 2016. The largest national survey on college campus sexual violence in the US from the Association of American Universities (AAU) similarly discovered that 26.4 per cent of undergraduate women were sexually assaulted (Cantor et al. 2019), which mirrored the results from Ms. Magazine’s nationwide survey on rape and attempted rape decades earlier (Warshaw 2019: 11).

Violence against women in educational systems leads to women performing poorly in their academic lives (Jordan et al. 2014), dropping out of school (Mengo and Black 2015), suffering from physical and psychological illnesses (Golding 1999; Stepakoff 1998; van Roosmalen and McDaniel 1999), and going into debt (US Department of Justice 2003; Peterson et al. 2017). Women who experience sexual violence often require health care (Assari and Moghani Lankarani 2018; Chivers-Wilson 2006), but depending on where a woman lives, it can be difficult or illegal to obtain emergency contraceptives, counselling, medications to prevent sexually transmitted infections, abortions, and other treatments that are often needed after a sexual assault (Arnold 2014; Tennessee et al. 2017). Given these ramifications, sexual violence in educational systems denies women access to education, subjects them to financial turmoil, and deprives them of the opportunity to lead healthy lives (Chu 2017; Greco and Dawgert 2007; Kingkade 2016). These effects run contrary to several United Nations sustainable development goals that aim to reduce inequality and poverty (Sengupta 2015) and the United Nations’ Guidance Note on Campus Violence Prevention and Response (2018), which outlines the importance of eliminating violence against women in educational settings.

Considering the significant consequences women can face after experiencing violence in educational settings, examining how schools address violence against women with marginalised identities is crucial. This article presents an international comparative policy analysis of how schools provide or deny women with marginalised identities social protection (systems and policies that reduce inequality) in student sexual violence policies. First, I provide an overview of previous sexual violence scholarship, with a focus on violence against women with marginalised identities. Second, I examine how the failure to implement cultural competency training (a training for professionals on how to deal with diversity), practices of racialised policing, and a general lack of health care access can affect campus violence survivors. Third, I provide data on how student sexual violence policies from 80 higher education institutions in four countries address violence against women with marginalised identities. Finally, I explore areas for future research that could help ensure women with marginalised identities can access educational opportunities, as set out in the UN sustainable development goals of gender equality, quality education, and good health and wellbeing (United Nations 2015). Ultimately, I argue that for
higher education institutions to provide social protection to women, school sexual violence policies must address the increased prevalence of violence against women with marginalised identities. Further, these policies should provide survivors of violence with accessible and culturally competent resources and health care.

**History of Sexual Violence Scholarship**

The legal system in Westernised cultures historically considered rape a property matter, as women were always their father or husband’s property (Brownmiller 1975: 16–30). A more modern legal conception of sexual violence defined it with strict anatomical features (e.g., penile penetration of a vagina); MacKinnon (1987: 82–87) argued that this definition failed to acknowledge several behaviours that could constitute sexual violence or frame sexual violence from the perspective of a woman’s experience of violation. MacKinnon (1987: 85) also emphasised that sexual violence was an ‘abuse of power, not sexuality’, a sentiment affirmed in the use of rape as a weapon of domination in war (Brownmiller 1975: 125).

A crucial development in sexual violence scholarship occurred in the late 1980s and early 1990s when scholars further examined how sexual violence affected those with marginalised identities. Spillers (1987) proposed racism, by altering the construction of language used to describe Black women’s bodies, stripped Black women of their humanity and gender; this ungendering process reduced Black women to flesh and rendered their bodies disposable. Crenshaw (1991: 1243–1244) subsequently used the term *intersectionality* to describe how marginalised identities interacted with one another to create different realities; Black women, for example, experienced discrimination at the junction of race and gender, which left them vulnerable to racialised sexual violence that separated them from Black men and white women.

Scholarship on sexual violence built on Crenshaw’s theory of intersectionality in the 2000s. McGuire (2011) researched Recy Taylor, a Black woman who was sexually assaulted by several white men in 1944, and how her case was emblematic of rampant sexual violence targeting Black women. Haley (2016: 21), who charted Black women’s experiences in the criminal justice system in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries, argued that those in the criminal justice system considered Black women ‘female but altogether distinct and anathema to the construction of normative womanhood’—unworthy of bodily integrity. Armstrong, Gleckman-Krut and Johns (2018) subsequently argued that focusing exclusively on gender when discussing sexual violence discounted how race and other identities informed sexual violence. Other works such as those from Patterson (2016) and Harris and Linder (2017) centred the voices of those with marginalised identities, with Patterson paying particular attention to how sexual violence affected queer and trans people.

A wave of recent studies demonstrated scholarship on general sexual violence mirrored trends in campus-specific violence. Cantalupo (2018) found evidence suggesting women of colour in the US might be disproportionately likely to experience sexual harassment in educational settings. A study at Columbia University found that queer students experienced higher rates of sexual violence on campus than heterosexual students did (Mellins et al. 2017), and the AAU’s 2015 survey similarly revealed increased rates of sexual victimisation among queer and disabled students (Cantor et al. 2015). The Australian Human Rights Commission Study (2017) uncovered higher rates of sexual harassment that targeted Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander, queer, and disabled students.

**The Need for Accessible Resources and School Policy Research**

Recent sexual violence scholarship indicates that identity influences the specific women who can access institutional support after experiencing violence (Müller 2017; Schulze and Perkins 2017). In countries that criminalise homosexuality, including many countries in Southern Africa, queer
women face added barriers when seeking health care because they risk hearing insensitive comments or experiencing incarceration (Müller et al. 2018). Women of colour in the US, who are less likely to report sexual violence due to a long history of experiencing racist police violence (Ritchie 2017; Jacobs 2017), often cannot access the same amount of support from rape crisis centres as white women (Crenshaw 1991: 1251). Low-income survivors, many of whom are people of colour (McKernan et al. 2013), often cannot access health care due to cost, even in countries with universal health care plans—including Australia, Canada, and the UK—that cover many (but not all) health care costs for citizens (Soril et al. 2017).

As the three anecdotal experiences of US survivors described below suggest, current school practices appear to disenfranchise survivors with marginalised identities when schools lack cultural competency training, accessible health care, and reporting mechanisms that are separate from law enforcement.

**Brandee's Story**

Brandee was a student at a prestigious law school when she alleged a classmate had sexually assaulted her at a party. Brandee reported her assault to her school and received several responses that illustrate how women of colour can experience discrimination within school sexual violence proceedings.

The head of Sexual Violence Response, the office at Brandee's school tasked with providing support to survivors of violence in the wake of assaults, encouraged Brandee to reconsider reporting her Black perpetrator out of 'racial solidarity' (Blocker Anderson 2016b). Brandee described one meeting in which school investigators quizzed her about rap lyrics, despite neither she nor her assailant mentioning rap music (Blocker Anderson 2016a). According to an opinion piece Brandee published in a campus magazine, investigators revealed to her that her assailant had accused her of inviting him to her apartment for a ‘slurp, slurp, slurp’—a slang phrase for a type of oral sex (Blocker Anderson 2016a). Brandee denied making the comment. The investigators proceeded to ask Brandee if she had ever heard that phrase in rap music lyrics (Blocker Anderson 2016a). The investigators' mention of rap music—a music style created by Black people in low-income housing projects (Pelton 2007)—connected Brandee's race to the sexual slang. The link here between sexual promiscuity and Brandee's race exemplifies how sexual violence processes on college campuses can easily become racialised.

Brandee further claimed that she experienced delays receiving health care. When she attempted to talk to the counselling centre at her school directly after her assault, she said she was forced to wait three weeks for an appointment, and ultimately took her friend's appointment so she could see a counsellor sooner (Blocker Anderson 2016b). In addition, when Brandee experienced a panic attack in her school-owned apartment, school employees referred her to an outside hospital that saddled her with thousands of dollars in medical bills that she still has not been able to pay back (Blocker Anderson 2016b).

Brandee's school ultimately found her perpetrator not responsible under their gender-based misconduct policy (Blocker Anderson 2016b). While there are numerous factors that could have led to the school's finding in Brandee's case, the potential relationship between the school's racialised analysis of Brandee's character and their investigative findings in favour of her assailant cannot be dismissed.

**Erica's Story**

In May 2016, an anonymous Twitter account with the handle @RapedAtSpelman stated the user, whom this article will refer to as 'Erica', was raped at Spelman College, an all-women's historically Black college (HBCU) in the US. Erica wrote that the college failed to support her after she reported being sexually assaulted by students at sibling HBCU Morehouse College.
According to Erica, after she reported her freshman year rape, a dean ‘said that Spelman & Morehouse are bother & sister so I should give them a pass’ (RapedAtSpelman 2016). The insinuation that Erica should give another HBCU ‘a pass’ because of assumed solidarity between the schools played into historical fears that women of colour have had reporting violence within their communities (Smith 2001). Erica explained that hearing the dean’s comment made her feel worthless. She began to self-harm and planned to leave Spelman at the end of the year (Kingkade 2016).

**Norma’s Story**

Norma—a college-educated, queer-identified person with disabilities—wrote about her experience being sexually assaulted during her college years, with the hashtag #WhyWeDontReport on Twitter. The hashtag appeared in September 2018 during the US Supreme Court confirmation hearings for accused assailant, Brett Kavanaugh (Lauriello 2019), to draw attention to certain reasons why many survivors of sexual violence do not report assaults. Norma wrote:

> I was sexually assaulted by my girlfriend at age 19. Everyone knew the cops didn’t take straight women seriously when they got raped, and they’d never listen to a lesbian assaulted by another woman. They didn’t care about bashing, either. Queers don’t call cops. (Krautmeyer 2018)

Norma’s Tweet highlights the fractured relationship between many in the queer community and law enforcement. Norma’s hesitancy to report her assault due to her distrust of law enforcement reiterates the importance of school policies assuring students that their support services and disciplinary procedures are separate from the criminal justice system.

Given the experiences of Brandee, Erica, and Norma, addressing violence against women with marginalised identities is crucial for providing social protection to all women in educational settings. However, although previous scholars have analysed the linguistic differences in country-specific school sexual violence policies and compared the laws that govern school responses to sexual violence (Graham et al. 2017; Lopes-Baker and McDonald 2017), scholars have not previously conducted an international comparative analysis on how school policies address sexual violence against women with marginalised identities. The lack of international comparative policy analysis is concerning because sexual violence policies, which govern an institution’s response to violence on campus, are critical in informing school practices and addressing experiences such as those of Brandee, Erica, and Norma.

**Methodology**

I analysed student sexual violence policies from 80 higher education institutions in four countries: Australia, Canada, the UK, and the US. I selected schools popularly regarded as educational leaders because policies at highly regarded institutions may both influence and reflect public opinion about appropriate responses to sexual violence. To identify these schools, I used the 2020 QS World University Rankings, an international ranking system for higher education institutions (Quacquarelli Symonds 2019). Although QS’s ranking system is a flawed measure of school quality whose methodology disadvantages high-calibre small liberal arts colleges (Leiter 2017), QS’s method of conducting surveys to gauge a school’s public reputation, which accounts for 40 per cent of each school’s ranking (Quacquarelli Symonds 2017), functions as an informal measure of the perception of school quality.

Given this study’s focus on analysing the potential implications of policy deficiencies and proposing areas for future research, I drew from the first 20 schools ranked for each country selected in the 2020 QS World University Rankings. The resulting list of institutions excluded two
French Canadian universities (to ensure that language translation would not play a role in linguistic differences in school policies) and consolidated the University of California campuses (given their unified sexual violence policies and procedures).

For the purposes of this study, a student sexual violence policy was a school’s official rules outlining the behaviours that constituted student sexual violence for campus disciplinary proceedings. Broader student conduct policies that listed sexual violence as an example of prohibited conduct stood in for sexual violence–specific policies in institutions that lacked separate sexual violence policies. Some schools separated sexual violence policies from procedures for handling reported cases of sexual violence; for those schools, I analysed both the official policy and procedure documents. To ensure that the study’s focus remained on student experiences, the documents I examined excluded faculty and staff–specific policies and procedures. I also excluded informal school webpages that listed resources for students and other information outside the scope of each school’s formal policy documents.

The four specific policy features that I evaluated were:

1. Marginalised identities: did the policy acknowledge the school recognised that sexual violence disproportionately targets students with marginalised identities?
2. Cultural competency: did the policy indicate that any staff involved in responding to sexual violence on campus were trained in cultural competency?
3. Separation from policing: did the policy explicitly affirm that sexual violence disciplinary processes and support services were separate from law enforcement and/or emphasise that the school enabled survivors to choose whether or not to file police reports (excluding cases involving minors or other mandated reporting situations outside the school’s control)?
4. Health care: did the policy acknowledge an institutional responsibility to provide survivors with ongoing physical or psychological health care? (Note that this did not include 1) stating the school would provide outside referrals; 2) providing contact information for health services at the school without further comment; 3) offering short-term health care services; or 4) offering to transport survivors to or from medical treatment at nearby hospitals.)

While the first question helped illuminate schools that understood intersectionality, the latter three questions addressed specific policy features that could provide direct protection for women with marginalised identities. Several studies found that cultural competency training increased the efficacy of assistance provided to those with marginalised identities (Herring et al. 2013; Qureshi et al. 2008); this made it an important feature of a school’s response to sexual violence. Maintaining separation between law enforcement and a school’s response to sexual violence allowed students with marginalised identities to seek support without risking police violence (Ritchie 2017; Mogul et al. 2012; Sharp and Atherton 2007; Wolitzky-Taylor 2011). Health care access offered those with marginalised identities the treatment necessary to continue through school without encountering a cost barrier, which could still be a factor in the three countries analysed with universal health care (Soril et al. 2017).

**Results**

Of the 80 school policies analysed, 71.25 per cent included one or fewer of the policy features evaluated, and 28.75 per cent failed to address any features evaluated. Only two institutions—Dalhousie University and McGill University in Canada—addressed all four policy features evaluated (see Table 1).
Table 1: Number of policy features addressed

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>0 Features</th>
<th>1 Feature</th>
<th>2 Features</th>
<th>3 Features</th>
<th>4 Features</th>
<th>n</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Australia</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canada</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United Kingdom</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United States</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Canada was the only country for whom 50 per cent of analysed school policies included two or more of the evaluated features. In contrast, 50 per cent of school policies analysed in the UK and 35 per cent of policies analysed in the US failed to include any feature. Of the 20 school policies analysed in Australia, 60 per cent addressed one or zero features and 40 per cent addressed two or more features.

Table 2: Specific features addressed

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Marginalized identities</th>
<th>Cultural competency</th>
<th>Separation from police</th>
<th>Healthcare</th>
<th>n</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Australia</td>
<td>3 (15%)</td>
<td>1 (5%)</td>
<td>12 (60%)</td>
<td>8 (40%)</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canada</td>
<td>11 (55%)</td>
<td>5 (25%)</td>
<td>16 (80%)</td>
<td>5 (25%)</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United Kingdom</td>
<td>1 (5%)</td>
<td>0 (0%)</td>
<td>10 (50%)</td>
<td>2 (10%)</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United States</td>
<td>0 (0%)</td>
<td>1 (5%)</td>
<td>10 (50%)</td>
<td>6 (30%)</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>15 (18.75%)</td>
<td>7 (8.75%)</td>
<td>48 (60%)</td>
<td>21 (26.25%)</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In total, 18.75 per cent of the 80 school policies analysed acknowledged that sexual violence disproportionately affects those with marginalised identities. Most of the school policies analysed that addressed marginalised identities (73.33 per cent, or 11 out of 15) were in Canada. For example, the preamble to McGill’s sexual violence policy stated:

[The University] further acknowledges that ... Sexual Violence and its consequences may disproportionately affect members of social groups who experience intersecting forms of systemic discrimination or barriers (on grounds, for example, of gender, sexual orientation, gender identity and expression, race, religion, Indigenous identity, ethnicity, disability or class). (See Appendix A)

In contrast, none of the 20 school policies analysed in the US and only one policy analysed in the UK acknowledged that sexual violence disproportionately targets those with marginalised identities.

Of the policy features evaluated, the one most commonly absent in the 80 school policies analysed was a commitment to cultural competency training. Only 8.75 per cent of school policies analysed included any mention of having staff involved in their sexual violence response processes trained in cultural competency. The one school policy in the US that mentioned cultural competency training, Northwestern University, briefly confirmed that:

[Northwestern University] is committed to making our services accessible to all members of the Northwestern community. The Office is cognizant of the physical accessibility of our space, the cultural competency of our staff, and the method and tone of the services we provide. (See Appendix A)

Northwestern’s policy also stated that the school would offer translation services to students who required language assistance during sexual violence proceedings—an accommodation that was absent in all other school policies analysed.
Separation from policing was the feature evaluated that was most prevalent in school policies analysed. Overall, 60 per cent of the 80 school policies explicitly stated that the school's disciplinary proceedings and support services were separate from law enforcement. McMaster University in Canada even acknowledged that those with marginalised identities might have issues with law enforcement, emphasising that:

Survivors of Sexual Violence may have different degrees of confidence in institutional services and remedies ... because of their associations of such institutions with sexism, colonialism, racism, and other forms of systemic oppression. (See Appendix A)

McMaster’s policy further used the experiences of women of colour as an example of why some students might not trust law enforcement, arguing that women of colour (including Indigenous women):

May be reluctant to disclose Sexual Violence to institutional authorities due to concerns that racism may impact whether an institution will take their disclosure or complaint seriously, or that their disclosure or complaint may reinforce racist beliefs about men from their communities. (See Appendix A)

McMaster’s final statement echoes scholars such as Smith (2001), whose work argued that a legacy of racism sometimes forced women of colour to remain silent about sexual violence within their own communities for fear of stoking division and racial tensions.

The final policy feature evaluated was a clear institutional commitment to providing survivors of violence with health care services. Of the 80 school policies analysed, 26.25 per cent promised the school would provide longer term, accessible health care to survivors. Most school policies that did not include a commitment to providing survivors with longer term health care did list contact information for school counselling resources or referenced providing survivors with outside referrals or transportation to local hospitals.

Discussion

The lack of cultural competency training among the 80 school policies analysed is particularly pressing to examine further. Brandee and Erica’s stories, which both included school administrators failing to account for a long history of women of colour feeling conflicted about reporting other people of colour for abuse (Smith 2001), indicate the lack of cultural competency training in current school policies can negatively affect women with marginalised identities.

While this study’s small sample size prohibits drawing broad conclusions about policies in any individual country included, the limited results also raise several questions for future research. Canada accounted for 11 out of 15 school policies analysed that acknowledged that those with marginalised identities disproportionately experienced sexual violence. In contrast, 50 per cent of the school policies analysed in the UK lacked all features evaluated, and many even lacked sexual violence policies separate from general student conduct policies. Are these country-wide trends and, if so, what factors influence these policy characteristics? Cultural competency commitments were the most absent of all the features evaluated at the 80 schools. Is this a larger characteristic shared broadly among school policies throughout the world? If so, why are schools averse to or unaware of cultural competency training? What specific cultural competency training methods are schools using when they do agree to integrate cultural competency into their staff training?

Additionally, future research is necessary to establish how policy features influence survivors with marginalised identities. Brandee, Erica, and Norma’s narratives provide three pieces of anecdotal evidence about the potential danger of schools lacking cultural competency training.
and health care or coordinating with law enforcement; however, more research is required to understand if their experiences are isolated or indicative of larger trends among the experiences of women of colour and queer women in higher education.

**Conclusion**

Despite sexual violence in educational institutions disproportionately targeting students with marginalised identities, the data I collected from 80 higher education institutions in Australia, Canada, the UK, and the US indicate that those institutions’ sexual violence policies often fail to include policy features that increase social protection for women with marginalised identities. The inconsistencies discovered in the 80 school policies analysed raise questions regarding potential international sexual violence policy failures. Further, anecdotal experiences from three sexual violence survivors at US institutions suggest how gaps in institutional policies could affect women with marginalised identities on campuses.

To advance the UN sustainable development goals and the 63rd annual UN Commission on the Status of Women’s goal of increasing social protection for women and girls (UN Women 2019), higher education institutions should craft sexual violence policies that acknowledge marginalised identities, include cultural competency training for staff, reduce forced survivor interactions with the police, and guarantee survivors have access to affordable health care. Additionally, anti-sexual violence activists on college campuses and scholars studying campus sexual violence should incorporate the needs and experiences of women with marginalised identities into their demands and scholarship. Of course, pushing to amend school policies to reflect the needs of women with marginalised identities is only one component of providing social protection to women, but the immense influence policies have on school practices makes changing sexual violence policies a critical feature of addressing—and ultimately eradicating—school sexual violence.
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